
WELCOME
In this guide, we will explain the basic rules of Blackjack Elite, 
the new and exciting jackpot bet. However, should you require 
any more information or have any questions, our friendly Casino 
Staff are always on hand to help you and give you advice.

ENJOY THE GAME AND HAVE FUN!

Blackjack 
Elite

HOW TO PLAY

TSOGO SUN GAMING PROUDLY SUPPORTS THE NATIONAL 
RESPONSIBLE GAMBLING PROGRAMME. WINNERS KNOW WHEN TO 

STOP. ONLY PERSONS 18 YEARS AND OLDER ARE PERMITTED TO 
GAMBLE. NATIONAL PROBLEM GAMBLING COUNSELLING TOLL-FREE 

HELPLINE 0800 006 008.



THE GAME
Blackjack Elite is a new and exciting Jackpot bet available 
exclusively in our Salon Privés and selected higher limit tables 
within the casinos.

HOW TO PLAY
Black Elite wagers must be placed on the betting area in front 
of the bet box, indicated by a flashing pad, before the initial deal 
commences.

Before the hand is dealt, you have the option of placing a 
Blackjack Elite bet in addition to your Blackjack bet. 

To play simply place a bet on the jackpot sensor pad corresponding 
to your Blackjack bet. 

You must have control of the main betting area to place a 
Blackjack Elite bet.

PAYOUTS
The Blackjack Elite bet gives you the opportunity of winning one of 
five different jackpots / pay-outs:

Same Suit Blackjack – both Player and Dealer - The top 
progressive is won when both the Player and Dealer are dealt a 
Blackjack of the same suit.

Perfect Blackjack wins the second progressive Jackpot if the 
player only is dealt a Blackjack consisting of an Ace and Jack of 
Clubs.

Any Blackjack combination - both Player and Dealer - If both are 
dealt a Blackjack (excluding the suited Blackjack pay out) in their 
first two cards they will win the fixed pay out as displayed on the 
Progressive display.

Any Suit Blackjack – Player only, if the player is dealt any same 
suit Blackjack (excluding the Perfect Blackjack) they will win the 
fixed pay out as displayed on the progressive display.

The Elite Mystery Jackpot is randomly triggered to any player 
who has placed a valid Blackjack bet and a Blackjack Elite 
progressive side bet. The Blackjack Elite Mystery Jackpot pays out 
between specific amounts as per the paytable. 

Floor wide Mystery is linked with other Progressive Tables within 
the area. This pays out between specific amounts as per the paytable.

The initial wager is not returned when winning payouts are made.

Your wager loses if any other combination is dealt.
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